
Savvy strategies for profitable traders.

INFORMER

LETTER FROM THE DEVELOPER

Welcome back everyone.  
How was the summer?  
Hopefully you found a way 
to get away for a bit and 
recharge.  

This is without question 
one of my favorite times of year to trade.  
Typically the stretch from September right 
through to New Years and then springtime 
is what I consider “prime time” for trading.  
Perhaps even bigger, we have a U.S. 
Presidential Election that is going to have a 
huge influence on the global outlook and I 
expect well above average volatility.  Volatility 
is good for us.

Typically we 
have a short 
break around the 
holiday’s but the 
rest of the time is 
definitely when 
you want to be 
trading actively 
- whether your 

choice is Futures, Forex or Stock & Options.  
There will be plenty of opportunity.

Can I make a few suggestions as we head into 
this most important time of year?

1.   Decide if you are going to focus on day 
trading or swing trading.  Yes, you can 
mix both but you need to specialize and 
really ‘master’ one.

2.   If you choose to day trade, be sure you 
can commit 2 hours per day to your 
trading.  Swing trading?  You’ll need at 
most 20 - 30 minutes but you need to 
be consistent with it.

3.   Decide if you should be trading Forex, 
Futures or Stock & Options.  Again, 
you can mix but it’s smart to specialize 
in one at least until you are seeing 
consistent profits in your account.  If 
you were going to day trade, my initial 
market suggestion would be Futures.  If 
you are going to swing trade, you can 
do it with Forex or with a larger account 
you can do great things with Options 
trading.

4. Commit to following a system to 
mastery.  Too often traders bounce 
around much too quickly and do not 
get to the point of mastery.  I’m a big 
fan of adding systems and strategies to 
my arsenal, but not until I master what 
I’m trading.

5. Commit to following the Trade Plan 
rules - thick or thin.  I’m guilty of this 
transgression as well - and without fail 
I leave profits on the table.  There’s a 
reason we have a Trade Plan that spells 
out all the specifics - so let’s all commit 
to following those plans for best results.

6. Want to make more money?  Focus 
on growing your account, leave your 
profits in, and scale your position sizing.  
There’s no quicker way to grow - you do 
not need to add more markets or work 
harder.  Take advantage of what trading 
gives us - scalability.

Let’s have a great fall season of trading.  I 
look forward to talking to all of you in our 
various upcoming webinars, podcasts and on 
our blogs.

Mark Soberman
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WHAT’S NEW AT NETPICKS
Social Media!

“Connect with us on Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, LinkedIn, 
Pinterest”… the list goes on. If you’re overwhelmed with the 
number of social networking sites, don’t stress. Just pick the one 
you’re most active on and stick to it. Personally, we’re big fans 
of Facebook and Twitter. If you haven’t connected with us by 
‘Liking’ us on Facebook or ‘Following’ us on Twitter, pull out 
your computer (or smartphone or tablet) and look us up! Both 
of these platforms are great because we’ll send you occasional 
reminders, updates to the Trading Tips Blog, market updates, 
etc – and you don’t have to do a thing. Just watch your feed! 

We’re always online for questions or comments so don’t be shy, 
talk to us!

Facebook:

http://www.netpicks.com/facebook

http://www.netpicks.com/twitter

Twitter:
http://www.premiertraderuniversity.com/facebook
http://www.premiertraderuniversity.com/twitter

HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS 
HAVE MANY INHERENT LIMITATIONS, SOME 
OF WHICH ARE DESCRIBED BELOW. NO REP-
RESENTATION IS BEING MADE THAT ANY 
TRADING ACCOUNT WILL OR IS LIKELY TO 
ACHIEVE PROFITS OR LOSSES SIMILAR TO 
THOSE SHOWN, IN FACT, THERE ARE FRE-
QUENTLY SHARP DIFFERENCES BETWEEN 
HYPOTHETICAL TRADING PERFORMANCE 
RESULTS AND THE ACTUAL RESULTS SUB-
SEQUENTLY ACHIEVED BY ANY PARTICULAR 
TRADING PROGRAM

ONE OF THE LIMITATIONS OF HYPOTHETICAL 
TRADING PERFORMANCE RESULTS IS THAT 
THEY ARE GENERALLY PREPARED THE BEN-
EFIT OF HINDSIGHT. IN ADDITION, HYPOTHET-

ICAL TRADING DOES NOT INVOLVE FINANCIAL 
RISK, AND NO HYPOTHETICAL TRADING RE-
CORD CAN COMPLETELY ACCOUNT FOR THE 
IMPACT OF FINANCIAL RISK IN ACTUAL TRAD-
ING. FOR EXAMPLE, THE ABILITY TO WITH-
STAND LOSSES OR TO ADHERE TO A PARTICU-
LAR TRADING PROGRAM IN SPITE OF TRADING 
LOSSES ARE MATERIAL POINTS WHICH CAN 
ALSO ADVERSELY AFFECT ACTUAL TRADING 
RESULTS. THERE ARE NUMEROUS OTHER 
FACTORS RELATED TO THE MARKETS IN 
GENERAL OR TO THE IMPLEMENTATION OF 
ANY SPECIFIC TRADING PROGRAM WHICH 
CAN NOT BE FULLY ACCOUNTED FOR IN THE 
PREPARATION OF HYPOTHETICAL TRADING 
PERFORMANCE RESULTS, AND ALL OF WHICH 
CAN ADVERSELY AFFECT ACTUAL TRADING 
RESULTS

PAST RESULTS OF NETPICKS IS NOT IN-
DICATIVE OF FUTURE PERFORMANCE. THE 
MONTHLY AND COMPOSITE ANNUAL RESULTS 
SHOULD BE VIEWED AS HYPOTHETICAL. IN 
REALITY, THE RESULTS DO NOT REPRESENT 
THE TRACK RECORD OF THE METHODOLOGY 
ORIGINATOR OR SUBSCRIBERS. THIS ALSO 
MEANS THERE IS NO GUARANTEE THAT ONE 
APPLYING THESE METHODOLOGIES WOULD 
HAVE THE SAME RESULTS AS POSTED. SINCE 
TRADING SUCCESSFULLY DEPENDS ON MANY 
ELEMENTS INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO A 
TRADING METHODOLOGY AND TRADER’S OWN 
PSYCHOLOGY, WE DO NOT MAKE ANY REPRE-
SENTATION WHATSOEVER THAT THE ABOVE 
MENTIONED TRADING SYSTEMS MIGHT BE OR 
IS SUITABLE OR PROFITABLE FOR YOU

EXCHANGE-TRADED PRODUCTS:  KNOW WHAT YOU ARE TRADING

By Bob Malinowski

Exchange-traded products (ETPs) have grown in popularity as 
more products have become available and more traders have 
become aware of their benefits.  ETPs look like stocks, trade 
during market hours on stock exchanges, and provide similar 
trading opportunities as stocks, including order types (market, 
limit, stop, etc.), short selling, and options.  However, unlike 
stocks, shares of ETPs do not represent shares of ownership 
of a particular company, but instead represent shares of a 
constructed product, similar to that of a mutual fund.  Like 
any instrument we trade, we need to understand what we are 
trading in order to better appreciate the opportunities and 
risks they present.  This is particularly true for positions that 
are held for more than a day.  For instance, when we trade 
stocks, we are better traders when we know something about 
the fundamentals of the companies behind our stock trades.  
We pay attention to when companies report earnings and 
post dividends.  If we are Forex traders it makes sense to know 
something about the economies behind the currencies we trade 

and be aware of important news events that can impact our 
positions.  With futures we need to know the specifications 
of the contract we are trading, and be aware of the maximum 
amount by which the price of the commodity futures contract 
may advance or decline in one trading day, known as limit up 
or limit down.   In the same way, a better understanding of the 
ETPs we trade will make us better traders.

The first ETPs were exchange-traded funds (ETFs) which 
began trading in 1993 with the introduction of Standard & 
Poor’s Depositary Receipts, known as SPDRs or “Spiders”, 
with the trading symbol SPY.  This ETF was established to 
track the S&P 500 stock index as a way to allow investors to 
diversify their portfolios.  Prior to this, investors looking for 
diversification had to purchase multiple stocks, or invest in 
mutual funds, which have the disadvantage of trading just once 
per day after the close of the markets.  SPY became the largest 
ETF in the world, and was soon followed by many other index 
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continued on next page

ETFs.  Barclays Global Investors introduced global markets in 
1996, with what is now known as iShares MSCI Index Fund 
Shares, giving stock investors easy access to global stock markets.  
Since then ETFs have proliferated, and now include funds that 
track specific industries, markets regions, sectors, commodities, 
bonds, futures, currencies, and even market indicators such as 
volatility indexes. 

There are also leveraged, inverse, and managed ETFs.  
Leveraged ETFs amplify the returns of the underlying by 
moving a multiple (typically 2:1 or 3:1) of the daily change of 
the underlying index, currency, or commodity.  For example, a 
leveraged index fund with a 2:1 ratio will have as its goal to move 
2% in one day if the underlying index moves 1%.  Conversely, 
if the underlying should drop 1%, the leveraged ETF will fall 
by 2%.  Inverse ETFs move opposite the underlying.  With 
these ETFs, the fund goes up as the underlying goes down and 
vice versa.  These funds are perfect for IRAs, where shorting is 
not permitted, and where the investor wants to take advantage 
of dropping prices.  There are even leveraged inverse ETFs 
which move a multiple of, but in the opposite direction to the 
underlying.  The most recent innovation in ETFs occurred in 
2008 when the SEC approved actively managed ETFs.  These 
ETFs allow fund managers to make changes to the underlying 
mix of securities on a daily basis, and therefore provide mangers 
more flexibility, but these funds also have more management 
fees associated with them.  In general, ETFs offer the investor 
diversity, low expenses, and tax efficiency; but now with over 
1000 ETFs available with different objectives, it is even more 
important that the investor understand the product.

So how are these products constructed, and what makes them 
different from stocks?  ETFs are created by fund managers 
who determine the objectives of the fund, write a prospectus 
which outlines the details of the fund, and determine which 
securities need to be held within the fund.  For stock index 
funds, these securities typically consist of the stocks that 
represent the underlying index.  Other funds hold assets like 
bonds, currencies, or commodities.  However, some funds, 
like leveraged and inverse ETFs, may need to hold “riskier” 
securities that consist of futures, options, and other derivatives 
that are required to achieve the objective.  Once the assets of 
the fund is determined, fund managers create the shares of the 
ETF for sale to large institutional investors, and continue to 
create shares as demand increases (or buy them back as demand 
decreases).  These large institutional investors then make the 
shares available on a stock exchange, act as liquidity providers 
and market makers, and thus make sure that the net asset value 
of the ETF closely matches the desired underlying assets.  In 
general, the more complex the construction of the ETF, the 
more difficult it is for the fund manager to accurately track the 
underlying index.  This is known as tracking error, and is more 
common with leveraged and inverse funds.  Also, be aware that 
there are management fees that need to be charged to the fund, 
and derivatives, such as futures, have a cost to carry, both of 
which place a drag on the performance of the fund.  There is 
also a slight risk associated with the fund manager.  ETFs are 
structured such that the shareholder owns shares of a basket of 

securities.  Should the ETF provider go bankrupt or shutdown 
the ETF, the shareholder will usually receive cash for the 
market value of the shares owned, or in some cases an actual 
distribution of the basket of securities if the position is large 
(typically over 50,000 shares).  Finally, some ETFs issue K-1 tax 
forms that are required to be filed with U.S. federal income tax 
each year.  If you are not interested in having to file these forms, 
then consider avoiding ETFs that issue K-1 forms.

The other type of ETP is the exchange-traded note, or ETN.  
ETNs differ from ETFs in that they are unsecured debt 
instruments issued by major banks.   As debt instruments, these 
funds do not actually own assets like an ETF, but promise to 
pay the amount tracked by an index.  The largest ETN based on 
assets is Barclay’s iPath Dow Jones Commodity Index (DJP).  
The goal of this is to track the performance of commodities 
with an allocation of 30% energies, 21% grains, 19% industrial 
metals, 12% precious metals, 2% livestock and 16% other.  
You might think that by owning shares of this ETN you would 
own commodities with this allocation; however, this allocation 
is used only as a measure for performance.  An investor does 
not own any commodities, only a promise from Barclays to 
pay the  investor the theoretical allocation of the commodity 
index.  Since ETNs are unsecured debt instruments, should 
the provider should go bankrupt, the investor would not 
receive his or her investment back.  This may sound unlikely, 
but it does happen.  After the failure of Lehman Brothers in 
September 2008, trading was halted on a number of ETNs that 
they had issued, and they soon became worthless.  The same 
thing almost happened to Bear Stearn’s ETN holders before 
JP Morgan stepped in to purchase the company.  Barclays 
provides some of the more popular ETNs including the iPath 
Dow Jones AIG Commodity Index (DJP), iPath S&P GSCI 
Crude Oil (OIL), and iPath S&P 500 volatility index VIX 
(VXX).  Although Barclays may have an AA credit rating, the 
British multinational bank has been speculated to become state 
owned because of its poor condition. The bottom line is when 
purchasing an ETN, it is a good idea to ask yourself if you 
would be willing to lend money to the ETN provider and to 
look at the provider’s credit rating.

Figure 1: SPY ETF vs. the S&P 500 Stock Index (SPX)
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Now we will look at the recent performance of a few ETFs 
and an ETN, and observe how well they meet their objectives.  
Each plot is for one year ending with the second week of June 
2012, and plots the percentage move of the ETF against its 
associated index.  The first chart is shows the most popular 
ETF, SPY, which track the S&P 500 stock index.  It is clear 
that it does a very good job.  There is very little deviation of SPY 
from SPX.  This is due to the very high liquidity of the product, 
the ease with which the fund is able to purchase the stocks that 
comprise the index, and the fact that no derivatives are needed.

The next chart shows the ProShares UltraPro Dow30 (UDOW) 
which seeks to achieve triple the daily performance of the Dow 
Jones 30 Industrial Average.  Because this leveraged ETF must 
make use of derivatives to achieve this goal, returns over periods 
other than one day will likely differ in amount and possibly 
direction from the target return for the same period.  Volatile 
periods of the year can exacerbate this situation.  Notice that 
the UDOW does exhibit amplified  moves throughout the year, 
going up more significantly and going down more significantly 
than the DOW, but by the end of the year when the DOW was 
up just over 4%, the UDOW was up by just only 5%.  This 
longer term difference is due to tracking errors and fees.  If you 
are going to trade instruments like this, then it would make 
sense to monitor its daily price movement.

Figure 2: UDOW Triple-Leveraged ETF vs. the Dow Jones 
Industrial Stock Index (DJIA)

Figure 3 shows an example of an inverse ETF.  SH tracks the 
inverse of the daily movement of the S&P 500 Stock Index.  
The chart clearly shows this inverse relationship.  As the 
S&P 500 goes down, SH goes up by approximately an equal 
amount, and vice versa.  This fund allows the investor to take 
advantage of declining stock prices, and is a good candidate 
for cash accounts, IRAs, or other accounts that do not allow 
shorting.  Notice that SH does a fairly good job of tracking the 
inverse of the S&P, but after one year with the S&P is up 3% 
for the year, SH is down 11%.  Again this is due to tracking 
errors and management fees.

Next let’s look at a commodity, USO, the United States Oil 
Fund ETF which seeks to track the crude oil commodity.  This 
ETF invests in futures contracts which need to be rolled over 

Figure 4: USO Oil Commodity ETF vs. the Continuous Oil Futures 
Contract (CL)

Finally, let’s look at a very interesting ETN, VXX, which 
is a specialty fund that attempts to track the Chicago Board 
Options Exchange (CBOE) Volatility Index (VIX), which is a 
measure of the market expectation of future volatility implied 
by the S&P 500 stock index.  Although this sounds like a rather 
esoteric instrument to trade, it is actually very popular “stock” 
that trades over 50 million shares a day with a market cap over 
$1.7 billion and has very active options contracts.  Investors 
trade this ETN to profit from movements in market volatility.  
Figure 5 shows that the overall price action of VXX does have a 
general correlation to the VIX, but it is not perfect.  Due to the 
complex nature of the construction of this product, some days 
do not track as closely as desired.  In fact, there are some days 
where the VIX goes up, and VXX goes down, and by the end 
of the year, the VIX was up 22%, and VXX was down 12%!  
Although traders can and do profit from trading VXX and its 
options contracts, they need to be aware that there is a very 
large drag on this ETN.

each month, and the associated cost to carry and managements 
fees place a drag on the performance.   Notice that the ETF does 
a good job tracking the commodity, but overall performance 
continues to slip each month.  It never exceeds the performance 
of the commodity itself, and by the end of one year when oil is 
down a net 15%, the ETF is down a net 19%

Figure 3: SH Inverse ETF vs. the S&P 500 Stock Index (SPX)

continued on page six
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Learn how to build an income-generating skillset that can 
provide continuous financial stability... for a lifetime.

Brought to you by NetPicks Premier Trader University, 
we’re going to teach you how you can be your own boss, 
actually *take* vacation, retire on time and even pass this 
same skillset down to your kids.

FREE

Watch Our FREE 2-Hour 
Dynamic Skill-Building Seminar!

Watch this 2-Hour Skill Building Seminar NOW! Visit:

http://PremierTraderUniversity.com/seminar

	
Who Should Attend:

• Current traders fed up with 
buying system after system

• New traders that want to 
avoid the staggering 99% 
failure rate

• Hobbyists looking to make 
a serious ‘go’ at trading as 
full-time income

• Non-traders interested 
in building a sustainable 
financial future for life

You’ll Learn:

• The hottest and potentially most 
lucrative markets in 2012 and 
beyond (It’s not what you think!)

• The “lost & forgotten” opportunities 
in stocks & options trading that 
will really make you want to take a 
second look...

• How to grow and scale a trading 
business faster than any business 
opportunity on the planet!

• And much more!
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CAUSE & EFFECT AND A TRICK OF THE MIND  By James Kessick

All too frequently, traders narrow their focus to price movement 
alone. Certainly, what ultimately creates p/l in an account is 
the movement of price relative to a trader’s changing position 
in the markets. But it’s easy to forget that price movement is 
precipitated by underlying changes to supply and demand. 
Therefore, if price movement is the effect, changes in the 
dynamic of supply and demand is the cause. Trying to predict 
the future price movements by the effect alone is like trying 
to predict the future behavior of the wind based solely on the 
speed and direction it’s currently blowing. It might be possible 
to get it right here and there but if you want to make predictions 
with a greater degree of consistency and accuracy, you’ll need 
to monitor air pressure as well. You’ll need to monitor cause 
and effect.

How this applies to trading is simple. If you monitor price 
movements alone, you are taking in only 2 out of 3 pieces 
of information available from the exchange. These are price 
and time. Clearly it’s not a requirement to know why price is 
moving in order to catch a move. However, in order to identify 
good opportunities with a greater degree of consistency, it 
is beneficial to look for cause. Of course the third piece of 
information is volume. To really see what is going on in the 
markets, we must answer the question of how volume of trade 
affects price. For example, if the market is trending upwards 
what does a move back down mean? Is it merely a temporary 
pullback before a continuation, or is it foretelling an imminent 
reversal? With price and time alone, it could be difficult to 
accurately predict the outcome. But if you add volume as an 
element, things become clearer. There are various indicators 
you could use which include volume but in its simplest form, 
if you see all the volume coming through is hitting the bid 
there’s a decent chance the move could be something more than 
just a temporary pullback. In another example, price could be 
tightly range-bound. Watching price movement alone won’t 
necessarily tell you whether the market is very quiet and just 

not trading much or whether a battle is going on and it’s poised 
to break. When you compare action like this over time, you’ll 
notice more and more how price tends to move subsequent 
to the way participants react in terms of trades going through 
relative to price movement.

There is an issue in that a trader’s attention may naturally be 
drawn to price movement. The human mind is highly evolved 
and one of the things it’s very good at is spotting movement. Back 
in our hunter/gatherer days it was particularly advantageous 
to be able to quickly spot movement of either predators or 
prey. Come to think of it, it’s probably the same reason why 
many people and perhaps this is truer for guys, enjoy action 
movies. So when a trader monitors the market, instinctively 
their attention is drawn to the effect rather than the cause and 
as I’ve already indicated, price movements alone do not give a 
complete picture of what is happening to the underlying supply 
and demand dynamics. Not all moves of equal magnitude have 
the same bearing on the immediate future of price. But if we’re 
not careful, price leads the mind.

So what can you do to ensure you’re not taken in by less 
consequential moves or miss important ones? Most charts 
effectively highlight the movement of price as do depth-of-
market (DOM) order entry windows. Price movements alone 
can become mesmerizing. There are two options depending on 
how you trade. The first and probably most straight forward 
is if you trade specific setup signals, you can add in cause to 
that signal. Obviously the system specifics of what it’s trying 
to capitalize on will determine the form of indicator used to 
account for volume. The second option if you’re more of a 
discretionary trader is to change your mindset completely. This 
is trickier and clearly will require some practice. You must first 
of all make sure that your charts allow you to monitor how 
trading activity is varying over time. This could be indicator 
based or simply by watching a volume or tick chart. This 

The lesson to learn from this brief introduction to exchange-
traded products is that ETFs and ETNs offer traders and 
investors enormous opportunities to easily diversify their 
portfolios and participate in many new markets by trading 
products that look like stocks.  However, since ETFs are 
products constructed from stocks, bonds, futures, currencies, 
and options, or backed only by unsecure debt in the case of 
ETNs, it is important to understand how these products 
are constructed, be aware of the financial health of the fund 
provider, and to follow the often repeated advice to read the 
prospectus carefully.

Figure 5: VXX ETN vs. the Chicago Board Options Exchange 
(CBOE) Volatility Index (VIX)
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A question I often get from traders is, “What do you read and 
listen to while you’re trading (or in my free time)?”

It’s a question that is often asked by newer traders that are 
trying to get started and want to research as much information 
as possible. My answer is that I’m very careful with what I pay 
attention to. There are so many outside influences that can have 
a bad effect on my trading so I’m very selective on what I allow 
into my trading world. First thing you want to consider is to 
make sure you have a trading system in place that trumps any 
blog, website, or TV. show that you might be paying attention 
to. These outside influences can cause you to second guess your 
system, which is the last thing you want to do.

With that being said, I am just as addicted to the markets as 
many of you are and love to hear about anything finance related. 
However, again I am very selective with the material that I pay 
attention to. The material that makes it into my trading world 
has to line up with my style of trading. I personally trade futures 
and options so the material outlined below is right up my alley.

Following traders on Twitter (http://twitter.com) 
is something that has taken the place of reading 
blogs over the past year. The ability to get instant 
thoughts from other traders throughout the day is 
very interesting to me. You can search for people 

on Twitter based on keywords. For example, a search for people 
using “daytrading” “optionstrading” or “stocktrading” will give 
you a number of different people you can follow. All you have to 
do is login to Twitter and your feed will load with all the ‘tweets’ 
from the people you are following. I find it fascinating to follow 
floor traders and different market professionals throughout the 
day to get insight into what they see going on. I have listed 5 of 
my favorite people to follow using their Twitter handles below. 
You can look these people up and follow them yourselves.

Along with the twitter handles I have also listed the websites 
and books that I like to use as part of my overall trading toolbox. 

Twitter Handles:

 @slopeofhope @netpicks @zerohedge 
 @grassosteve @riskreversal

SHOULD YOU PAY ATTENTION TO THE MEDIA WHILE TRADING?

By Mike Rykse

Websites:

http://ww.shadowtrader.net - This site contains market recaps 
and traders audio throughout the day. The traders at this site 
provide some great insight into the markets through their tape 
reading.

http://www.thestockbandit.net  - This site is one of the few 
blogs that I follow these days. Jeff White is a trader that I respect 
and follow on a regular basis. His market insight and trading 
style is something that everyone can learn from.

http://www.tastytrade.com - This site was created by 
the founders of ThinkOrSwim and provides live market 
commentary and training throughout the day. Live shows are 
broadcasted on their site each day. These traders are all former 
floor traders and their options expertise is second to none. Skip 
right past CNBC or Bloomberg and tune into these guys 
instead. They will give you useful options training that you can 
use right away. This is my favorite site right now by far.

Books:

Trading in the Zone - Mark Douglas: This book is a must 
read by all traders...year after year. The psychological aspect of 
trading is so important and often overlooked by traders. This 
book will help you walk through some of the stumbling blocks 
that all traders face at some point in their trading careers. I read 
this book at least once a year.

Reminiscences of a Stock Operator - Edwin Lefevre: This book 
is more for casual reading but it’s also one that has some timeless 
lessons in it. This is one that I will sit down and enjoy reading 
instead of being a book that I study. 

Again, I would caution you to be careful with the information 
you fill your brain with. Trading based off a CNBC tip or a blog 
post is never a good idea.  These resources can be interesting 
and helpful at times but it is most important to have a system 
in place that you can use for your trading decisions. A system 
will put the odds in your favor while a news source will not. 
Make sure you are following sources that will help you grow 
as a trader.

just means that each candle or bar closes only when either a 
specified number of contracts are traded or a specified number 
of trades go through. This way, you can see how price moves 
relative to activity. Once you know you can see trading activity, 
the change in mindset can happen. You must ‘hunt’ for cause 
then watch for effect. Over time you will adjust and become 
less motivated by price movement alone.

Simply trading by price movements alone is possible, but what 
it fails to account for is the cause. If a trader can gain a better 
understanding of this critical market element, they will not 
only be able to identify profitable trades with greater accuracy, 
but they’ll also be able to manage positions better.

Trade well.
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DIVERSIFY YOUR APPROACH 
By Shane Daly

Sometimes in talking to traders you hear things such as “I 
trade the Dow”.  “I trade the NQ”.  These traders focus 
their attention on one market.  As well, they will usually call 
themselves either a scalper or a day trader.  There is nothing 
wrong with keeping laser-focus on a particular style or market 
but I fear some are missing out on some solid opportunities.

I started my trading career in the currency markets.  Retail 
Forex to be exact.  It had a low barrier to entry and there 
was a ton of “trading education” surrounding it.  Day trading 
these markets can be a test of patience at times.  Toss in spread 
costs and news releases that add crazy whipsaw at times, it 
can also be a hazard.  There was an article published last year 
that stated at one of the biggest brokers, 77% of traders lose 
money each quarter.  How about this stat where Gain Capital 
stated they make on average $2900 from each active trader 
and the average account was $3000!!

There is no rags to riches story I can share with you.  I didn’t 
blow out accounts only to find the grail.  With modest goals 
and understanding the pitfalls, I stayed away from that 
77% group.  Still though, I was not fussy on paying what 
I was to get into a day trade considering futures were a lot 
cheaper.  I started to pay more attention to high risk/reward 
swing trading setups because it was more cost-effective.  Since 
currencies generally have some nice swings, I wanted to spend 
more time looking for swing opportunities and less on day 
trades.

When I was presented with trading a Futures market in a 
stock index, I didn’t lose sight of swing trading.  It occured 
to me that I could trade for income in the Futures market 
and look for a more “capital growth” approach in the Forex 
swings.

To the right is a very recent example.

This screen capture is a short trade taken on the EURUSD 
currency pair on August 7.  The initial risk on this trade was 
25 pips and I was looking for a 166-pip target.  There was 
a scale out at 2344, which banked 83 pips. As you can see 
from the graphic, price just missed hitting the profit target.  
After this screen cap, I did lower the stop to 2330 to lock in 
profit (an extra 97 pips) but price did fall to the full target on 
August 10.

Trading offers all kinds of opportunities to make money.  
The issue is that many traders are fixated on one approach.  
By adding diversity to your trading business such as swing 
trading, you are able to passively reap the rewards that come 
with the bigger moves.  If you happen to miss a day in your 
day trading, you do not adversely affect your bottom line IF 
you have diversified.  In addition, diversity has the ability to 
keep your overall risk capital equity curve in a favorable trend 
IF you are taking the correct approach.

Once you have found success in one approach and can fit it 
another, you may want to investigate adding some variety to 
your trading business.  If done correctly, it can boost your 
bottom line without too much extra effort.


